Abstract. A formula for the volume of a tube about a compact complex submanifold of complex projective space is derived.
Introduction.
If M" is a compact /c-dimensional submanifold (without boundary) of n-dimensional euclidean space Rn, Weyl's formula [5] the pullbacks under <pf of the y's are forms on n-_1(F)ç U(M). One may check that these forms are independent of the choice of <p's, and they are called the canonical forms 0\ ..., 0n.
For any real manifold TV complex conjugation acts on Tr(N) ®r C and on its dual space (and on their various tensor and exterior products) in a natural way by acting on the "C" in TR(N) ®rC. This action commutes with tensor product, exterior product, exterior differentiation, and pullbacks. If 0 is a form, 6 will be the conjugate. Notice that if N is complex, if (z1,..., zn) is a local complex coordinate system of A^, n being the complex dimension of N, and if x' and y' are the real and imaginary parts of z', 1 íkjíkn, then (dz1)-= (dxi + idyi)-= dxs-idy = dz>; this notation (dz')~ conflicts with that used in ds2 = ^gjkdz' ®(dzk)~ for a hermitian manifold N, but no confusion will result in our discussion. Here T?^, 1 a/ k, I, m^ n, is the complex curvature function on i/(M) and satisfies R'Mm = R'ikm = Rmkfi -Rkm-A kahler manifold is defined to be a hermitian manifold whose F¿.'s all vanish identically.
3. The second fundamental form of a complex submanifold of a kahler manifold. Let M be a complex /c-dimensional submanifold of an «-dimensional kahler manifold N. Let U(N, M) be the bundle of (adapted) unitary frames xe-^ •••<?" satisfying x e M, eu ..., ek tangent to M. So U(N, M) is a principal bundle over M with structure group U(k) x U(n -k).
Let o: M->A and o: U(N, M)-> U(N) be the inclusion mappings, and let ir' : U(N, M) -*• U(M) be the bundle projection. We will use the following ranges of indices in this section:
1 ^ i,j, l, m ^n; 1 á a,ß, y, S á k; k+\ ^ r, s Ú n.
Proofs of the following facts are straightforward to supply. 1. The forms o*9" on U(N, M) can be regarded as forms on U(M), and in fact, they are the canonical forms on U(M).
2. a*9r = 0 on U(N,M). 3. The forms o*oej on U(N, M) can be regarded as forms on U(M), and in fact, they are the connection forms on U(M). Furthermore, on U(M) we have do*9" = -2a o*oiß a o*9e. (Hence, Mis also kahler with respect to the induced hermitian metric.)
From the equation der = -2-wü a 9a-2«>; A 0s a s on (7(A), we get on U (N, M) 0 = ¿0*9* = -2 °*< A o*9". a Since the o*9a's are pointwise complex linearly independent complexified real 1-forms on U(N, M), we can conclude that there exist unique complex-valued Coe functions hraB on U(N, M) satisfying hraB = hrBa and (3.1) o*oSa = ^h\Bo*e°. e
The hraB are called (the components of) the complex second fundamental form of M in N. The hraB transform along the fibers of U(N, M) as tensors. Indices in hraB should acquire or lose a bar when they are raised or lowered. A similar comment holds for R'jtm. One more fact we need is that if A'is a tangent vector to U(N, M), then a*0a(X) and o*ojaB(X) depend only on n'^X. Again, we will omit the proof of this fact. Hence, if 0'a and w'% temporarily denote o*0a and o*a>aB considered on U(M), then a*e« = (7T')*e"' and o-*<ug=(0*a/g on U(N, M). On <7(M) we have ¿o/g + 2«»'? A oj'I = 0.% = JiRaBrs0'y A 0'\ y r.i the RaBys being the curvature functions for M. Apply (it')* to this equation to get ¿/<7*ü»2+2 ct*< a **°>i = 2 ^v ° n'G*ey a a*Qô y y,à Next, we will provide some details expanding the presentation of the canonical and connection forms on Pn(C) given in [2] . Let eu ..., en + 1 be the standard basis of C" + 1. We can identify the unitary group U(n+\) with the manifold of all unitary frames Ofx-■ -fn + 1 based at the origin O in C" + 1 by means of the mapping which sends the matrix (ui)iSA.BSn + i to the frame O 2 uieA-■ 2 ui+iEA-On U(n+1), considered as the space of frames, we have complexified real oneforms 9'a defined by the equation dfA = 2 n ®/B.
B
Here dfA means 2b de\ (g> eB, where e¿ is the function on the space of frames that assigns to a frame Off ■ -fn + i the £Bth coordinate offA, where eu ..., en + 1 is the standard basis of C" + 1.
It follows that From the definition of the Fubini-Study metric it follows that U(n+1) is a principal fiber bundle over U(Pn(C)) with fiber 51 and with projection sending Off ■/.« to [/n + iK(/|;B+1)-■ -^(/"kJ, where n: Cn + 1-{0}^Pn(C) is the natural projection and/|/!i+1 is the tangent vector of type (1,0) at the point /n + 1 e Cn + 1 which is the image of/ under the canonical isometry W**1)!/.«. Lemma 4.1. Let p. be a C°° local cross section of U(n +1) over an open subset V of Pn(C), and let // and p." be the maps discussed above that are associated to p.. Then p.' ° p." is a C00 local cross section of U(n+\) over the open subset tt~\V) of (7(7» "(C)).
Proof. Let ex,..., en be the vector fields on Vdual to p.*9'l + 1,..., p.*9'l+1. For x e V, write p.(x) = Of1-■ •/"+».. Then we will prove first that 7r*(/|/"+ ,)=••?/. Le., we will show (j¿*9'ni+1)TT*(fj\ín+1) = &).
To show this, write/b = 2/b£4-Then by equation (4.1)
We know/|/n+1 = 2/f(<?/3zB)|/" + 1. Also, there is a complex-valued C°° function ■n on 7r-1(F)çC" + 1-{0} such that for (w\ ..., wn + 1) e w-\V),
Therefore, Thus jLi'|u'' is a local cross section of U(n+1).
Q.E.D. So the canonical forms on U(Pn(C)) are obtained as the pullbacks of the 9'n'+ x on (7(«+l) by means of the local cross sections p.'p.". From this fact and the following lemma it follows that the canonical forms are obtained as the pullbacks of the 9'n'+ 1 by means of any C °° local cross sections whatsoever. Proof. Iff is a point of Cn + 1 -{0} and if p is a nonzero complex number, it is easily checked that TTil.((d/dzA)\pf) = p~1TT%((8/8zA)\f). Therefore, there is a complexvalued C°° function /»of modulus one on W'suchthatif X1(xe1-• ■en) = Of1-■ •/"/" + !, then X2(xef • ■en) = Opf1-■ ■pfnpfn + 1. Consequently, Xt0'rl+1 = {dfn + 1,fj) while *Mi+l = <d(pfn + l), pfi> = <(dp)fn + l + pdfn + 1, pf¡) = <dfn + i,fi> = W*i.
Q.E.D.
Similarly, we have Lemma 4.3. \f0"t = Xt0'j if i^j.
Finally we remark that a straightforward calculation shows that the curvature form on U(Pn(C)) is given by QJ = 6»' A Ö' + 8j2öi A 0¡. By means of the inclusion mapping r of/"into U(n+ 1) we pull back the forms 0'a from U(n+1) to F. We drop the prime sign and denote the forms on F by 0a- Apply TT* to equation (5.1) and get 2 ün + l(h*X)TT*fA\fn+l = 7T+(/n + 1)#A*Ar = X. Now, A' is tangent to M, 7r*/n + 1=0, the real and imaginary parts of the tt*/ constitute 2« linearly independent vectors, and the real and imaginary parts of the TT^f are normal to M. Consequently, 9rn + 1(X*X) = 0.
Let us next consider a real tangent vector Y to the fiber of F over [w] . Suppose Y is tangent at the frame Of°-■ -f°+i-Then F equals y(0) for some curve y(t) in the fiber, and we have fn + 1(y(t)) = r)(t)f°+1, for a complex-valued C00 function r¡ of modulus one, and y(0) = Of°-■ -fn + i-Clearly, the tangent vector (C)) is the inclusion, then y*9* + 1 = o*9'1 and y*9'a = o*ojra.
Proof. As before, let t. F-> f7(«+1) be the inclusion. Shrinking W, if necessary, we can extend roytoaC" local cross section A of ¿7(«+ 1) over an open subset of U(Pn(C)). Then Toy = Aoa. By equations (4.3) and (4.4) and Lemmas 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3, we get X*9'% + 1 = 9ß and X*9'ra = o/a. The desired result now follows.
Q.E.D. Consequently, since the forms o*9ß are pointwise complex linearly independent on U(Pn(C), M), the forms 6Bl + 1 must be pointwise complex linearly independent on F. Therefore, it follows from equation (5.2) that there exist unique complexvalued C°° functions braS on F such that braB = brBa and is the image under A' of both (x, (zr)) and (y, (wr)), then q lies on both the complex line in Pn(C) joining x to o and on the complex line in Pn(C) joining y to o. Thus there are two real geodesic segments of lengths less than p, one from x to q lying in the complex line joining x and o, the other from y to o lying in the complex line joining y and o. Since ^(2 z%(x)\fn + l(x)) and 7^(2 wr/(jO|/" + l(!,)) are tangents of type (1, 0) at x and y to these complex lines, respectively, and since these tangents are normal to M, the two complex lines errfanate normally from M. Hence, the real geodesic segments emanate normally from M. But exp is one-to-one on UxeM Bx(p), so the two geodesies must coincide. Hence, x=y and zr = wr, and A' is one-to-one.
Next we will show A' maps UxBm(tan p) onto exp ({JxeU Bx(p)). We will use the fact that if AT is a compact submanifold of a riemannian manifold A, if p is a point of N-K, and if y is a geodesic segment from K to p whose length is the distance of p from K, then y emanates normally from K. Now let p be a point of for some z's; we know that the coefficient of/n + 1 is indeed nonzero since, otherwise, dist (p, [/" + i]) = t/2, whereas in actuality all points of our tube are at a distance less than 7r/2 from M. We next claim that all the za's vanish. For suppose not. Then ^((2 za/a + 2 zr/r)l/"+i) 's a vector of type (1, 0) at xp to the complex line joining xp to p, and is clearly not normal to M. Hence, if X is any nonzero real tangent to this complex line at xp, X cannot be normal to M; for if it were, then so would JX be normal to M, and then X-iJX would be a nonzero vector of type (1, 0) tangent at xp to the complex line from. xp to p and yet normal to M. Finally, if yp is the real minimizing geodesic from xp to p, then yp lies in this complex line ; but the tangent to yp at xp cannot be normal to M. This contradiction shows that the za's are zero. Thus/» = [/"+i + 2 zrfr], and 0 < 2 |zr|2<tan2 p since/» e M(p) -M. Hence, p = A'(xp) and A' is onto. Since A' is clearly C", we have only to show (A')-1 is C°°. Let p be a point of exP (Uxeu Bx(p)) and let xp he the point in M nearest to p. Let 0/ ■ ■ -fn + i = X(xp). Then p= [fn + i + 2 zr/]> f°r some zr's, and since xp depends on p in a Coe fashion and since A is C°°, then the map /» ->/"+1+ 2 z'/r is C"", and in fact, the real and imaginary parts of the zr's are C" functions of p. Hence (A')-1 is C°°. Q.E.D.
7. The volume element of a tube. We will deal with multivectors having exterior differential forms as coefficients (see [3] ). hety: Cn + 1 -»■ Tc(Cn + 1)\0 he the natural identification. So, at (z1,..., zn+1), y = 2 z^lo). In shorthand, d(y¡ \y\) stands for <p*v*j* dy where y =/n +1 + 2 z7r. which is identified with/n+1|0 + 2 zrfAo-Also, d(y/\y\) stands for <p*v*j* dy where y -2(oaVi)-+2*^)"X*J«>" = (A+iio)-+2fr(/rio)-.
In the calculations below we will use this shorthand, and we will write fA and C/À)~ for/a |o and (fA\0)~, respectively. We will use the equations dfA = J, 0\fB and d(fA)-=IÔBJB. Oft ■ ■ -fn + i = A{(x). As in §7, dv, dvM, and dvc will be the volume elements of Pn(C), M, and Cm, respectively. All exterior forms in the following are to be considered as absolute forms. This completes the derivation of our formula. If we take for M a Pk(C) imbedded in Pn(C), k<n, the volume of the tube of radius n/2 about Pk(C) should equal the volume of P "(C), which is 7r"/n!.
Lemma 8.5. Proof. Let L(n, k) be the statement of the lemma for integers n, k. L(k+1, k) is easily checked to hold. Moreover, integration by parts shows that L(«, k) implies L(n+1, &). Hence, the lemma follows. Q.E.D. Now, //°| vanishes identically on Pk(C)^Pn(C) since the holomorphic curvature tensor of Pn(C), with all indices no greater than k, equals the holomorphic curvature tensor of Pk(C). Hence, for Pk(C) all H2/s vanish except when/=0. Thus, by our formula for the volume of a tube, the volume of P n(C) equals 
